ch. ii	THE FLIGHT	an
It seems stranger to me, Julie, that you should love such
a man as I. That you should be interested by snrne quality
of my mind and feel an affection, even a tenderness, for
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question to ask, you were ea^er tnat I and no ctner should
answer it; you sought me out continually; though you were
a child and I was a man, we were deep companions. As
we loved each other then, it is net inexplicable that we
should love each other now. But that you should love me
in the way you do now love me is a miracle that makes
me hide my eyes from thought. It 5s as if I had suddenly
discovered that the waves obeyed me.
How shall I tell you why I love you or with what manner
of love? I know this—I know it now, though I did not
know it with certainty when we parted—that my love is
not a swerving from my purpose, but an enrichment and
a balancing of it. Since I have been here, with knowledge
of you within me, I have looked back upon my two years
in Holland and have begun to understand how often", and
in what ways, I have been foolish and arrogant Often I
have been most arrogant when I have believed myself to
be full of humility; this is one of the great paradoxes by
which all novices of the contemplative life have been beset.
Once only, on my last day in the fort, did I attain to a dis-
tant perception of the way I must one day follow. I felt
as nature must feel in the first death of \\inter.
You are the death of another winter in me. I looked for
peace in solitude; it was thronged with prides and de-
lusions. I looked for truth within myself alone, but the
truth, which is in all men, was frozen deep in me and I
had no sun to discover it. Now, because you love me, the
winter of my soul moves from me and solitude is emptied
of great perils. There is no surprise more magical than
the surprise of being loved; it is God's finger on man's
shoulder. There is no peace equivalent to the peace of
loving; it is the sigh of a hated child who, laying his head
upon his pillow, has consolation in sleep, passing from the

